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Welcome to this week’s
Newsletter

22.03.2020
29.03.2020
16.04.2020

This will be the last newsletter for a little while as we switch to
other forms of communication. Make sure you can access our
website, have your class teacher's email and have followed us
on Instagram!
This is a very challenging time and I would like to thank our
whole school community for their understanding and flexibility
at this time. I need to say a special thank you to all our
incredible staff.

Mothers Day
British Summer Time begins—clocks go forward 1 hour
National offer day for Reception admissions September 2020

Reception Admissions September 2020

The national offer day for places in our Reception class
starting September will be sent out on 16th April—
please remember to accept the place within the time
period stated to ensure you reserve your child’s school
place.

While we may not be seeing each other for a little while in the
real world... we will make the most of meeting in the virtual
world.

Term Dates 2019/2020

Keep safe everyone!
The school is now closed until further notice.

Alexander Banks
Headteacher

Friday Brain Teaser

This week’s Brain Teaser:
What can you hold without ever touching or using your
hands?
Letters home this week:
Last week’s Brain Teaser:
What travels around the world staying in the same corner?
Anwer: A stamp

Joker’s Corner

What do you call a funny mountain?
Hill-arious!

Nurs-Y6
Acacia Class
Rec-Y6
Rec-Y6
Rec-Y6
Nurs-Y6
Nurs-Y6
Nurs-Y6

COVID 19 update 17.03.2020
Letter regarding Mrs Alba
Accessing home learning
How to find your child’s home learning
Instruction for accessing Bug Club
School closure
Key worker information
Instagram introduction letter

Tea with the Head

Nursery

This week we have been reading, re-telling and re-enacting the story about 'Goldilocks and
The Three Bears'. The children have also used their imagination in our role-play area which
has now been turned into a veterinary surgery. They enjoyed looking after the pets,
performing some procedures such as vaccinating the animals and advising their friends on
how to take care of their pets. The children have also made some small gifts and cards for
their lovely mummies.
Happy Mother's Day

Reception

Despite the worries outside of school, we have been very proud of our children and how they
are continuing with their learning! They have been engaging in discussions about what is
happening and have been demonstrating great understanding of how to keep themselves
safe, and use good hygiene practices. The classes really enjoyed reading Little Red Riding
Hood, retelling it in the cottage and exploring how to describe the characters and the
settings. We made some wanted posters for the Big Bad Wolf, and asked Tony to help us
search for him! The writing was wonderful, and the children are beginning to show their skills
in applying their phonics! Keep up the good work and continue to practise your writing at
home!

Year 1

In Year One we have been very busy learning lots of new things. The classes really enjoyed
reading Little Red Riding Hood, writing descriptions of the woods and the characters. We are
using lots of interesting adjectives in our writing. We made some wanted posters for different
characters. The children enjoyed talking about these and displayed them around the
classroom. In topic, we have been learning about different weather conditions. We made
some 'wind socks' and tested these in the playground. Keep up the good work and continue
to practise your reading and writing..

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Thank you to all of those parents who helped dress up their children as book characters for
World Book Day this week! In maths, we have been working hard at understanding fractions
as being less than a whole (or less than 1). We have introduced the children
to halves, quarters and thirds. They have first been asked to recognise these fractions then
to find them on a separate day, either as a part of one object/shape or of a given amount. In
English, we have also been refreshing our memories on different word classes
(nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) and then wrote a story involving all of them based on a
short video we watched.
Thank you so much to the whole of Year 3, both children and adults, for being so supportive
and hardworking during this unusual time. This week, Year 3 finished their work on statistics:
pictograms, bar charts and tables. During their remote learning, we will be revising our key
calculation strategies as well as applying this when working with money. In English, we have
finished our work on The Tempest for Shakespeare week. The children loved hearing this
dramatic and funny tale and creating art work based on the storm. During the children’s
remote learning, we will be focusing on applying our writing skills to imaginative video based
texts. We continued our work on skeletons this week and this will continue, looking next at
muscles. Once again, thank you so much for all your hard work. Best wishes Miss Garfinkel
and Miss K.
On Tuesday, children in Year 4 dressed up as characters from traditional tales and well-loved
books to celebrate Wessex Book Day; Harry Potter characters were particularly popular! As
the theme of the week was Shakespeare, the children worked in pairs during the morning to
retell Macbeth in wonderful story maps. In the afternoon, they found out about
Shakespeare's life, works and language. The children have finished their explanation texts
and written neat versions for an audience (Year 6). In mathematics, the children have
continued studying decimals. Our science topic is States of matter, and the children modelled
how molecules are arranged in the three different states.
Year 5 Acacia have now completed their magnificent explanation texts about the human life
cycle and Mr Griffiths is very impressed with their extensive knowledge surrounding this topic
area. Year 5 Sycamore are at the end of their exciting newspaper article filled with intensity
and have now begun their research looking into the human life cycle. Year 5 took part in
Sports Relief last Friday which was very entertaining and enjoyable for the children. Year 5
Acacia are now online with their homework however, until this term ends Mrs Alba will
provide paper copies in homework books also. In geography, we will be looking at biomes. It
is very important our children maintain their knowledge surrounding timetable, therefore
please ensure they practise.
We have been so proud of how the children have conducted themselves during what has
proved to be a very unusual week! Learning has continued however, and we have enjoyed
'Shakespeare Week', extending our learning about 'Hamlet' by watching a short video and
taking part in some fun activities. What a treat to see an amazing performance of 'Romeo and
Juliet' on Wednesday, performed by some very talented Year 5 children and directed by our
very own Gavin! We have now come to the end of our maths unit on area and capacity and
have also been continuing to work on a range of arithmetic and reasoning questions. Please
stay in touch over the coming weeks; all children have been assigned their Google 365 login
with which to communicate to us daily, as of Monday.

Children invited to Tea with
the Head this week were:
Pine
Chestnut
Palm
Redwood
Oak
Cedar
Hawthorn
Hazel
Acacia
Sycamore
Magnolia
Mahogany

Alex P
Sean
Rauf
Emily
Damiona
Javier
Ire
Marysia
Matteo
Philbert & Abbas
Zen
Khaled

Well done!

Stars of the week this week are:
Wonderful Work of the Week:
Aisha, Pine class
Fathur, Chestnut class
Celia, Redwood class
Livia, Palm class
Superstar of the Week:
Aaminah, Pine Class
Cain, Chestnut class
Amy, Palm class
Dauhud, Redwood class

Certificate of Merit:
Lamar, Oak class
Arushi, Cedar class
Class Merits
Hawthorn class for their perseverance and
hard work.
Acacia class giving Ms McGowan and
very warm welcome.
Year 6 who have been an amazing team
this week; supporting each other, working
hard and continuing to try your very vest
in your learning.

Follow us on twitter @wessexgardens

